
IMMUNREGULATION

“IMMUNOLOGY AS A RESEARCH FIELD HAS A GREAT RELEVANCE TO 

LIFE. IT IS OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE TO EVERYONE. AND THAT IS 

WHY I AM AN IMMUNOLOGIST.“

               Dr. Dunja Bruder, research group leader Immunoregulation

“In order to observe the immune system in the develop-

ment of an autoimmune disease we have developed 

transgenic mice,“ she says. “The mice carry an addi-

tional gene in their genetic code.“ This new gene, which 

nature has not intended for mice, originates from the flu 

virus. This ensures that the lung cells of the mice – or 

the insulin-producing cells of the pancreas – produce a 

protein with which the virus usually gains access to our 

cells. In the case of an infection, this component is the 

interface between virus and host. In addition, this protein 

also sends a signal to our immune system: an influenza 

virus is attacking here. “However, our mice, which pro-

duce the virus gene continuously in their lung tissue, do 

not fall ill. It is part of their organism 

and is not recognised as a flu attack 

by the immune system. No defensive 

mechanisms such as fever and 

inflammation occur.“

This transgenic mouse alone is 

therefore insufficient to aid 

the immune biologists in their 

investigation of the immune system. 

It is the next step that brings Dunja 

Bruder to the inflammations and autoim-

mune diseases that she wishes to study: she crosses 

the transgenic mice that produce the virus protein in 

their lungs with other transgenic mice that carry immune 

cells that recognise precisely this virus protein. And the 

immune system of the cross-bred offspring reacts to 

the virus protein as if the mice were actually being at-

tacked by an influenza virus. “For our research it is of no 

consequence that this is an influenza protein, however,“ 

emphasises Dunja Bruder, “it could be a protein from 

another pathogen. What is important is that inflammation 

occurs that develops into an autoimmune disease after a 

short time – and these are the focus of our research.“ 

The influenza component is therefore merely bait for the 

immune system. The mice do not fall ill with influenza 

 – how could they, there is no virus  

  there to infect 

them. These 

mice 

with 

sick 

immune 

 systems en-

able the immuno-logists to 

discover things such as what actually 

occurs in the body when a smoker is unable to keep off 

the cigarettes and a chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-

ease – commonly known as a COPD or smoker‘s cough 

Diabetes mellitus, chronic obstructive lung disease, Crohn‘s disease – all of these illnesses have one thing in common: 

they occur when our immune system turns against us. The targets for its defensive measures are no longer merely patho-

gens attempting to enter our bodies from outside, but also our own cells. This is when the immune system stops keeping 

us healthy and starts making us ill. Dunja Bruder investigates what triggers this change in our defence mechanism and 

how the immune system can be helped to stop viewing friend as foe.

AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES – WHEN THE BODY TURNS ON ITSELF 

k  Autoimmune 

disease

Disease in which the 

immune system reacts 

excessively, target-

ing the body‘s own 

tissue. It attacks the 

body‘s own tissue like 

a foreign body. The 

consequence: inflam-

matory reactions that 

severely damage the 

organs affected.

k  Transgenic mice

Genetically modified 

mice with additional 

genes from other 

species.
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– develops; or when diabetes mellitus or Crohn‘s disease 

develop. All of these diseases can now be controlled 

relatively well, however, they remain incurable, as switch-

ing off their triggers within the body would mean switch-

ing off the immune system. Only symptoms are treated 

in the diabetes or COPD therapy. The HZI researchers of 

Dunja Bruder‘s group are now coming closer to finding 

the causes and therefore opening up the way for future 

therapies.

Dunja Bruder and her team are discovering the mecha-

nisms that the immune system uses to control itself. For 

example, they have investigated this for COPD. With this 

illness they discover a high number of a specific type of 
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Tissue sections from the lungs 
of mice suffering from chronic 
diseases of the lungs. 

immune cell in the lungs – triggers for the autoimmune 

disease. “But under certain conditions – which we are 

currently investigating – these cells can also transform 

themselves into another type of immune cell. These 

altered immune cells stop attacking our cells, instead 

they regulate the reaction of the immune system. They 

have the potential to switch off the triggers for the auto-

immune disease.“ The ability to intervene at these 

regulation points would mean the possibility of a genuine 

therapy for chronic lung diseases, diabetes and allergies. 

A vision that keeps Dunja Bruder coming back to the 

laboratory with more and more ideas.

k COPD:

Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease. 

Collective term for 

diseases of the lungs. 

Characteristic symp-

toms: coughing, in-

creased expectoration, 

breathing difficulty 

when performing physi-

cal tasks. Exhaling in 

particular is inhibited.

k  Host

Living organism that 

supplies other organ-

isms, aside from itself, 

with vital nutrients.


